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DESIGN QUESTIONS 
1.  If the user has little knowledge of the product, how intuitive will the product be so that 

they can easily use it?

2. Is the product easily portable?

3. How will the fabrication include a clever way to hide technology?

4. What will encourages users to want to go onto the website associated with the project 

and find different blends?

5. Will there be noise to extend the intended relaxing experience?



USER TEST QUESTIONS 
1. Have you ever tried alternative therapies?

a. Witchcraft? I’ve tried aromatherapy, I mean going to the spa.
b. I’m not sure I know what that is
c. My mom is an art therapist, so yes. 

2. Are you familiar with essential oils?
a. I am. 
b. I’ve seen them before but have never used them.
c. I use them every day, I have an entire collection sitting on my dresser.

3. Do you think you could use a healthy way to decompress that requires 
little effort?

a. Yes, as a college student I find that my lifestyle can be very unhealthy and at times 
destructive.

b. I’m interested, I feel like everyone could but especially in NYC.
c. Everyone could.



4.  What is something you do to relax?

a. Honestly, I use alcohol and marijuana as means to calm myself.
b. I usually just go for a walk or call my mom.
c. I try to channel my stress or anxiety into my work ethic.

5. Do you think you abuse substances?

d. I wouldn’t say I have a problem, but I certainly use them out of context often.
e. I’ve never smoked and I rarely ever drink.
f. Depending on my stress levels, sometimes I use substances inappropriately and at times 

it is to my detriment. 

6. Do you think you could use a healthy way to decompress that requires 
little effort?

g. Yes, as a college student I find that my lifestyle can be very unhealthy and at times 
destructive.

h. I’m interested, I feel like everyone could but especially in NYC.
i. Everyone could.



7. Do you make efforts to make your living situation relaxing?

a. I burn incense but that’s just about it. I do it to get rid off bad smells.
b. Not exactly, but it’s not like I feel tense at home. 
c. I am constantly looking for ways to make my apartment more and more chill. 

8. Are you interested in keeping an online blog?

a. Not at all, I feel like enough of my life is online
b. I’ve never been interested in blogging. 
c. I think it could be fun, but it’s definitely not for everyone. 

9. Have you ever heard of pink noise? If so, do you enjoy the sound.

d. I’ve heard of white noise and I like that sound, so probably. 
e. I only know white noise.
f. Pink noise is known for being relaxing. I love that sound!



THINGS TO EXPLORE
- How to make an unobtrusive compartment for technology to be hidden

- How to encourage use of online component

- How to make piece easily portable for conventional use (private room in 

library, friends apartments, etc.)

- The potency of oils and how to ensure they user don’t get headaches

- Is there any ways to build upon project after due date

- The convenience of changing out oils

- What are the most popular oils and why



KENDALL
Bio: Kendall is a 20 year old college student attending community college. 
Babysitter and retail associate. Lives in between mother’s house and boyfriend’s 
apartment. Does not have a car. Has never tried alternative therapy, but is open to 
the idea. Does not smoke or drink. 

Dislikes: Working under time constraints/pressure, social media, poor 
communication,  breaking out from stress

Likes: Feeling productive, having “me” time, travelling, spending time with her 
boyfriend



KRIS
Bio: 19 year old Clive Davis student at NYU, grew up in a very open household with 
a holistic doctor for a mother. Has been using aromatherapy his whole life but has 
not kept it up since moving away for college. Does not give school the time and 
energy it deserves. Smokes and drinks regularly, but does not consider himself out 
of control. 

Dislikes: The smell of vanilla, making art with the incentive of money, video games, 
bright lighting, country music

Likes: Partying, learning about various, obscure topics, the way smoke looks, being 
empathetic 



CLARA
Bio: 20 year old fine arts student from Boston. Has an art therapist for a mother, but 
does not like to feel like she is following her mother’s footsteps. Smokes and drinks 
regularly and feels slightly out of control. Has used aromatherapy but only ever 
really smelled eucalyptus being used.

Dislikes: eucalyptus scented anything, feeling unstable, wasting time in the library, 
group projects

Likes: relaxing, decorating her living space, making work for that is for others, 
geranium essential oil



PROBLEM

I felt inclined to focus on peers and how I could assist their lives in a productive, 
healthy way. After doing some personal research and talking to students around 
campus I came to the conclusion many college students turn to unhealthy, self 
destructive methods to cope with stress, find relief, and motivate themselves. I 
think that college is a precious time and it is important to maintain self care despite 
the daily stress of school, work, personal projects etc…





PROPOSED SOLUTION

I decided an essential oil diffuser was useful as it is fragrant and has healing, 
motivating, and destressing qualities depending on the oils or combination of oils. It 
is simply to use and it is fun to find different scents you like and enjoy the health 
benefits that come along with it. Ideally, this piece would placed in a college dorm 
on a desk so that students could leave it on while working or decompressing from 
stress of day to day life. 





PROTOTYPING

These are my first iterations. I used the bottom of a plastic cup and the top of a 
gatorade bottle just so I could get an idea of the physicality and how I want the two 
piece to fit together. The tinkercad mock up serves as my first idea of how I want 
the shape to look, I was expecting to use different technology so the pocket jutting 
out was removed for my final idea. 





TAKING IT FURTHER

If I were to take this idea further I would use different, more complex technology. As 
it stands right now, the diffuser is used by a fan blowing air on cotton balls with 
essential oils to create aromatic environment. By using an ultrasonic water atomizer 
and a grove I could literally diffuse the oil with water. Furthermore, I would build a 
container that hides the technology efficiently from the user. In addition a 
generative website that aligned emotions and desires with different essential oils 
blends to induce the desired feeling. 





DELIVERABLE 





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VcYsMotDdZA

